
 
BSS200 Stainless Steel Dressing Trolley 
 
Benefits  
- Lower Shelf 300mm from the floor to support OH&S requirements to 
minimize bending/lifting exposure  
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be 
absorbed by the bearing and then assist the unit being moved with 
minimum effort  
- Handles rounded and entirely smooth to minimize infection control and 
make grasping easier 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS200 
Item Dressing Trolley-without Drawer 
Shelf 2 Shelves, 4*rails on both shelf 
Castor 4*100mm, two with brakes 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm) Option 1: 850W*500D*900H 

Option 2: 700W*450D*900H 
Option 3: 600W*400D*900H 
Or other customized size 

BSS200D/200DB/201D Stainless Steel Dressing Trolley with one Drawer 

   

BSS200D BSS200DB BSS201D 
Benefits  
- Lower Shelf 300mm from the floor to support OH&S requirements to minimize bending/lifting 
exposure  
- Full Extension Ball Bearing drawer runners which are designed to protect contents impact 
damage 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be absorbed by the 
bearing and then assist the unit being moved with minimum effort  
- Drawers will not fly open when carts are being moved around  
- Handles rounded and entirely smooth to minimize infection control and make grasping 
easier(BSS201D) 
 



Specifications: 
 
Part Number BSS200D BSS200DB BSS201D 
Item Dressing Trolley-one Drawer 

Dressing Trolley-one Drawer 
Shelf 2 Shelves, 3*rails on 

both shelf 
2 Shelves, 3*rails on 
both shelf 

2 Shelves  

Bucket none 1 pc none 
Castor 4*100mm, two with brakes 

4*100mm, two with brakes 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm) Option 1: 

700W*450D*900H 
Option 2: 
600W*400D*900H 
Or other customized 
size 

Option 1: 
700W*450D*900H 
Option 2: 
600W*400D*900H 
Or other customized 
size 

600*360*850 

 
BSS200D2B Stainless Steel Dressing Trolley with two Drawer 
  
Benefits  
- Lower Shelf 300mm from the floor to support OH&S 
requirements to minimize bending/lifting exposure  
- Full Extension Ball Bearing drawer runners which are designed 
to protect contents impact damage 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the 
unit to be absorbed by the bearing and then assist the unit being 
moved with minimum effort  
- Drawers will not fly open when carts are being moved around  
 
Specifications: 
 
Part Number BSS200D2B 
Item Dressing Trolley-double Drawer 
Bucket 1 pc 
Shelf 2 Shelves, 4*rails on both shelf 
Castor 4*100mm, two with brakes 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm) Option 1: 700W*450D*900H 

Option 2: 600W*400D*900H 
Or other customized size 

 
 
 



 
BSS200D2 Stainless Steel Dressing Trolley with Double Drawer 
  

Benefits  
- Lower Shelf 300mm from the floor to support OH&S 
requirements to minimize bending/lifting exposure  
- Full Extension Ball Bearing drawer runners which are 
designed to protect contents impact damage 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the 
unit to be absorbed by the bearing and then assist the unit being 
moved with minimum effort  
- Drawers will not fly open when carts are being moved around  
 
Specifications: 
 
Part Number BSS200D2 
Item Dressing Trolley-double Drawer 
Bucket 1 pc 
Shelf 2 Shelves, 4*rails on both shelf 
Castor 4*100mm, two with brakes 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm) 760*460*860 
 
BSS202D2 Spinal Flat Top Trolley 
 Benefits   
- Lower Shelf 300mm from the floor to support OH&S requirements t
o minimize bending lifting exposure  
- Full Extension Ball Bearing drawer runners which are designed to p
rotect contents impact damage 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit t
o be absorbed by the bearing and then assist the unit being moved w
ith minimum effort 
- Drawers will not fly open when carts are being moved around   
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS202D2 
Item Dressing Trolley-double Drawer 
Shelf 2 Shelves 
Castor 2 x 125mm Locking, 2 x 125mm Swivel 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm) 500w x 500d x 900h 



 
BSS201DB Medication Cart 

  
Benefits   
- Full Extension Ball Bearing drawer runners which are designed to protect contents impact d
amage 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be absorbed by the be
aring and then assist the unit being moved with minimum effort 
- Drawers will not fly open when carts are being moved around   
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
 
 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS201DB 
Item Dressing Trolley-one Drawer 
Bucket 1 pc 
Instrument shelf 1 pc 
Shelf 2 Shelves, 3*rails on both shelf 
Castor 2 x 100mm Locking, 2 x 100mm Swivel 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm) 800w x 500d x 1000h 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
BSS203 fan-shaped Instrument Table 

 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be absorbed by the be
aring and then assist the unit being moved with minimum effort 
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS203 
Item Dressing Trolley 
Shelf 2 Shelves, 3*rails on both shelf 
Castor 5pcs 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm) 1370w x 400d x 1000h 
 
BSS300/301 Three Layer Stainless Steel Instrument Trolley 
 

BSS300 
BSS301 

Benefits   
 



 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be absorbed
 by the bearing and then assist the unit being moved with minimum effort 
- Handles rounded and entirely smooth to minimize infection control and make grasping easier 
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS300 / BSS301 
Item Dressing Trolley 
Shelf 3 Shelves, 3*rails on both shelf 
Castor 2 x 125mm Locking, 2 x 125mm Swivel 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm) Option 1: 850w x 500d x 900h Option2: 700w x 450d x 900h 
 
BSS302 Trolley For Infusion Bottles with three shelves 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the u
nit to be absorbed by the bearing and then assist the unit being 
moved with minimum effort 
-Four Sides with guardrails 
- Handles rounded and entirely smooth to minimize infection 
control and make grasping easier 
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS302 
Item Trolley For Infusion Bottles with three 

shelves 
Shelf 2 Shelves, 4*rails on both shelf 
Castor 2 x 125mm Locking, 2 x 125mm Swivel 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm)  850w x 500d x 900h  
BSS204 stainless steel diaper trolley 
 

Specifications: 
Part Number BSS204 
Item BSS204 stainless steel diaper 

trolley 
Shelf 2 Shelves 
Castor 2 x 100mm Locking, 2 x 100mm 

Swivel 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(
mm) 

550w x400d x800h  

 



 
BSS020 Stainless Steel Linen Trolley with dust bag 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be absorb
ed by the bearing and then assist the unit being moved with 
minimum effort 
- Handles rounded and entirely smooth to minimize infection 
control and make grasping easier 
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS020 
Item BSS020 Stainless Steel Linen 

Trolley with dust bag 
Shelf 3 Shelves on left, right side with dust 

canvas bag 
drawer 1 pc 
Castor 2 x 125mm Locking, 2 x 125mm Swive

l 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm
) 

 940w x 460d x 940h  

 
BSS021/022/023 Stainless Steel Linen Trolley with dust bag 

   

BSS021 
Dia:588mm, height:910mm    
made of stainless steel            
with 3 inch castor,easy to move   
waterproof cloth,general color in 
blue 

BSS022 
470*425*895mm                          
made of stainless steel            
with 3 inch castor,easy to 
move   
waterproof cloth,general 
color in blue 

BSS023 
Type I:: 1190×560×990mm 
Type II: 800×560×860mm 
typeIII: 560×560×860mm         
made of stainless steel            
with3 inch castor,easy to move  
waterproof cloth,general color in 
blue 

 
 
 



 
BSS024 Stainless Steel Linen Trolley with dust bag 

 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be absorbed by the be
aring and then assist the unit being moved with minimum effort 
- Handles rounded and entirely smooth to minimize infection control and make grasping easier 
-with waterproof canvas dust bag 
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS024 
Item BSS024 Stainless Steel Linen Trolley with dust 

bag 
Shelf 3 Shelves on left, right side with dust canvas bag 
Castor 2 x 125mm Locking, 2 x 125mm Swivel 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm)  940w x 460d x 940h  
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BSS025/026 Stainless Steel Linen Trolley with double dust bag 

 
 

BSS025 BSS026 
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be absorbed by the be
aring and then assist the unit being moved with minimum effort 
- Handles rounded and entirely smooth to minimize infection control and make grasping easier 
- double waterproof dust bag, one in yellow color, one in blue color  
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS025/026 
Item Stainless Steel Linen Trolley with dust bag 
Dust Bag One yellow color, one blue color 
Castor 4 x 100mm Swivel 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm) 810W x 530D x 900H 
BSS027/028 S Laundry Trolley with Lid 

 

 

BSS027 Double Laundry Trolley With Lid BSS028 Single Laundry Trolley With 
Lid 

- stainless steel or steel power coated optional 



- with ABS lid, open via foot pedal 
Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be absorbed 
by the bearing and then assist the unit being moved with minimum effort 
- Handles rounded and entirely smooth to minimize infection control and make grasping easier 
- double waterproof dust bag, one in yellow color, one in blue color  
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS027 BSS028 
Item Double Laundry Trolley with Lid Single Laundry Trolley with 

Lid 
Dust Bag One yellow color, one blue color Blue or yellow color 
Castor 4 x 100mm Swivel 4 x 100mm Swivel 
Construction Stainless steel or steel /Welded Stainless steel or steel 

/Welded 
Measurement(mm) 800W x 590D x 900H 600W*430D*900H 
 
 BSS029  Stainless Steel Linen Trolley with dust bag 
                     
- Precision ball bearing castors which enables the weight of the unit to be absorbed by the be
aring and then assist the unit being moved with minimum effort 
- Handles rounded and entirely smooth to minimize infection control and 
make grasping easier 
-with waterproof canvas dust bag 
- Solid construction means a longer product life 
- Two (2) years warranty 
Specifications: 
Part Number BSS029 
Item Stainless Steel Linen Trolley with dust bag 
Shelf 4 Shelves on left, right side with dust canvas bag 
Castor 2 x 125mm Locking, 2 x 125mm Swivel 
Construction Stainless steel/Welded 
Measurement(mm)  1050w x 500d x 1000h  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
BSS030 Cylinder Trolley 

 
Made of full stainless steel 
Size:850*500*900mm 
Tubular frame work. 
4 castors 
with base plate for support the oxygen cylinder 
BSS031 Double Bowl Stand 

  
Size:  ￠36*76-126cm 
Made of stainless steel 
height can adjust from 76-126CM, 
double bowl, diameter: 36cm 
5pcs 2 inch castors,2pcs with brake 



  
BSS032 Mayo table with bowl 
 
Size: ￠36*76-126cm 

Carton packing : 77*12*38cm/2pcs 
1. G.W. : 10KG 
2. The bowl and bowl holder are made of stainless steel; 
3. 5 PP legs base, with castor,2inch, two with brakes 
4. height can adjust from 76-126cm;  
5. The bowl can use alone for sterilizing; 
6. 5pcs 2 inch castors,2pcs with brake 
BSS001/002 Mayo trolley 

 

 

BSS001 
680*460*940-1400mm 
3 inch castor 
made of stainless steel 

BSS002 
650*400*900-1400mm 
3 inch castor 
made of stainless steel 

BSS003 Treatment trolley  
 
 
made of stainless steel 
overall size:380*450*920mm 
double tray 
double container in plastic 
4 castor, diameter of 100mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
BSS004/005 Stainless steel kick bucket 

 

 

BSS004 
Inner diameter:260mm 
outside diameter:300mm 
height 240mm 
we can make according to customer's 
size 

BSS005 
Bucket diameter 35cm, height 43cm 

BSS007 Stainless Steel Bed Pan 

  
Size: 350*280*97 
made of stainless steel 
lid: optional  
 
 
 
 



BSS006 Stainless Steel waste bin with foot pedal 

 

 
made of stainless steel with foot pedal to open the lid 
3/5/8/12/20/30L available 
with blue protection film, when in use, please remove it 
with lifting handle,easy for move 
code size(CM) Inner size(CM) carton(CM) Qty/carton(PCS) 

 
BSS006-03L 

16.7X24.8 21X17X25.5 64X53.5X53.5 18 

BSS006-05L 20.5X28.6 22X22X29.8 69X46X61 12 
BSS006-08L 22.5X33 25X25X34 78X53X70 12 
BSS006-12L 25X39 26.5X26.5X40.5 55.5X55.5X82 8 
BSS006-20L 29X44 31X31X44.5 126X64X46 8 
BSS006-30L 29X65.5 31X31X66.5 64X64X68.5 4 

 


	Carton packing : 77*12*38cm/2pcs

